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Testing devices › 




NOYAFA › NF-488
Cable tester RJ-45 LCD with PoE 802.3af, 802.3at indication (NOYAFA NF-488)



The Noyafa NF-488 is an indispensable device for testing PoE installations. The device recognizes which lines have voltage, gives its value and determines the PoE standard. They can also be connected in series between the switch and the powered device, thanks to which it is possible to obtain information about the current consumption and the power consumed by the receiver.



In addition to PoE testing, the NF-488 performs a standard wiremap test to validate the wiring.



  	Display	128x64mm backlit LCD
	Tested cabling	RJ45
	PoE voltage range	DC 5 - 60V
	Recognized standards	802.3af, 
802.3at, 
nonstandard
	Current measurement	0 - 3A
	Power measurement	0 - 18W
	Detected failures	incorrect connections, 
short circuits and interruptions in the wiring
	Battery type	3x1.5V AAA
	Packaging	cardboard, 
case




The set includes: etui, tester, terminator, set of 15cm measuring connectors.

Batteries are not included.
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CABLE TESTERS

	
                          #03867

                          38,20 EUR

                          RJ-45 LCD with PoE 802.3af, 802.3at indication (NOYAFA NF-488)

                    
	
                          #03059

                          76,80 EUR

                          Cable tracker and cable tester, VFL WT22C

                    
	
                          #03057

                          48,20 EUR

                          Digital cable tracker and cable tester WT22D

                    
	
                          #03058

                          51,40 EUR

                          Digital cable tracker and cable tester WT22E

                    
	
                          #03056

                          41,80 EUR

                          Digital cable tracker and cable tester WT25D

                    
	
                          #03052

                          11,10 EUR

                          RJ-45, RJ-11 with PoE indication (NOYAFA NF-468PF)

                    
	
                          #03050

                          15,70 EUR

                          RJ-45, RJ-11, BNC, USB w/external terminator (NOYAFA NF-3468)
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TAGS: 
      PoE,         PoE plus    
				  	
Net Price: 38,20 EUR  Unit: pcs


	
                                Minimal order quantity: 1 x pcs

                          Quantity in the smallest collective package: 1 x pcs 
						  					  
	  
  
      
      x pcs      
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                          [image: Cable tester RJ-45, w/LCD. PoE and port flash (NOYAFA NF-8209)]

                          Cable tester RJ-45, w/LCD. PoE and port flash (NOYAFA NF-8209)

                        
	
                          [image: Cable tester RJ-45, w/LCD, wire tracker, ping testing (NOYAFA NF-8601W)]

                          Cable tester RJ-45, w/LCD, wire tracker, ping testing (NOYAFA NF-8601W)

                        
	
                          [image: Cable tester RJ-45, w/LCD, wire tracker, VFL (NOYAFA NF-858C)]

                          Cable tester RJ-45, w/LCD, wire tracker, VFL (NOYAFA NF-858C)

                        
	
                          [image: Cable tester RJ-45, w/LCD and scan detector (NOYAFA NF-300)]

                          Cable tester RJ-45, w/LCD and scan detector (NOYAFA NF-300)

                        
	
                          [image: Unmanaged switch, 5x 10/100/1000 RJ-45, desktop (TP-Link LS1005G)]

                          Unmanaged switch, 5x 10/100/1000 RJ-45, desktop (TP-Link LS1005G)
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      Cable tester RJ-45 LCD with PoE 802.3af, 802.3at indication (NOYAFA NF-488)

 


				  				                    38,20 EUR
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                #03059

                  
      Cable tracker and cable tester, VFL WT22C

 


				  				                    76,80 EUR
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                #03057

                  
      Digital cable tracker and cable tester WT22D

 


				  				                    48,20 EUR
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      Digital cable tracker and cable tester WT22E

 


				  				                    51,40 EUR
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                #03056

                  
      Digital cable tracker and cable tester WT25D

 


				  				                    41,80 EUR
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                #03052

                  
      Cable tester RJ-45, RJ-11 with PoE indication (NOYAFA NF-468PF)

 


				  				                    11,10 EUR
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                #03050

                  
      Cable tester RJ-45, RJ-11, BNC, USB w/external terminator (NOYAFA NF-3468)

 


				  				                    15,70 EUR
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      Cable tester RJ-45, w/LCD, digital wire tracker, digital multimeter (WT36C)

 


				  				                    111,00 EUR
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      Mastech MS8236 - Digital multimeter with LAN and phone tester

 


				  				                    56,10 EUR
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      Cable tester RJ-45 and Optical Power Meter, w/LCD, wire tracker, VFL (NOYAFA NF-8508)

 


				  				                    111,00 EUR
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      Cable tester RJ-45, w/LCD and 8 external terminators (NOYAFA NF-8108M)

 


				  				                    59,50 EUR
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      Cable tester RJ-45, w/LCD and scan detector (NOYAFA NF-300)

 


				  				                    74,50 EUR
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      Cable tester RJ-45, w/LCD, digital wire tracker, WT26C

 


				  				                    70,90 EUR
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      Cable tester RJ-45, w/LCD, wire tracker, ping testing (NOYAFA NF-8601W)

 


				  				                    152,00 EUR
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      Cable tester RJ-45, w/LCD, wire tracker, ping testing, TDR (NOYAFA NF-8601S)

 


				  				                    198,00 EUR
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      Cable tester RJ-45, w/LCD, wire tracker, VFL (NOYAFA NF-858C)

 


				  				                    90,50 EUR
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      Cable tester RJ-45, w/LCD. PoE and port flash (NOYAFA NF-8209)

 


				  				                    64,50 EUR
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      Cable tester RJ-45, w/LCD. PoE and port flash (NOYAFA NF-8209S)

 


				  				                    66,40 EUR
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      IntelliTone 200 Pro - signal probe, cable tester (Fluke Networks MT-8200-60-KIT)

 


				  				                    284,00 EUR
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      MicroScanner PoE cable tester (Fluke Networks MS-POE)(for special orders only)

 


				  				                    1 040,00 EUR
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      MicroScanner2 cable tester (Fluke Networks MS2-100)

 


				  				                    851,00 EUR
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      MicroScanner2 Pro Kit (Fluke Networks MS2-KIT)(for special orders only)

 


				  				                    1 410,00 EUR
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      LinkIQ cable tester (Fluke Networks LIQ-100)(for special orders only)

 


				  				                    2 240,00 EUR
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      LinkIQ cable tester (Fluke Networks LIQ-KIT)

 


				  				                    2 720,00 EUR
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      Cable tester with advanced cable locator and network tester (DADI TPT-8020A)

 


				  				                    427,00 EUR
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      Cable identifier #1 (NF-8108)

 


				  				                    2,73 EUR
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      Cable identifier #2 (WT-4042/ID2)

 


				  				                    3,64 EUR
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      Cable identifier #3 (WT-4042/ID3)

 


				  				                    3,64 EUR
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      Cable identifier #4 (WT-4042/ID4)

 


				  				                    3,64 EUR
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      Cable identifier #6 (WT-4042/ID6)

 


				  				                    3,64 EUR
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      Cable identifier #7 (WT-4042/ID7)

 


				  				                    3,64 EUR
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      Cable identifier #8 (WT-4042/ID8)

 


				  				                    3,64 EUR
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      Transmitter for LED Patch Panel

 


				  				                    5,45 EUR
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                  All products' documentation is published in PDF (Portable Document Format), which requires Adobe Reader (ver. 5 and newer) software for viewing.
                    

                    You can download this software from following website: Adobe Reader

                    

Though we pay utmost attention, we cannot guarantee, that published materials are free of errors and diversities.


These lapses cannot be a basis for any legal claims.


All images placed on Atel Electronic's web sites may slightly vary from real look of current selling products.


If you have any doubts regarding information on this website please contact us (phone +48-77-4556076, e-mail cust@atel.com.pl).
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COMPUTER NETWORK ACCESSOR.
      	Active devices
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